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ABSTRACT
While the diversity of the human gut microbiota is becoming increasingly well
characterized, bacterial physiology is still a critical missing link in understanding how
the gut microbiota may be implicated in disease. The current best practice for
studying bacterial physiology involves the immediate storage of fecal samples in an
anaerobic chamber. This reliance on immediate access to anaerobic chambers greatly
limits the scope of sample populations that can be studied. Here, we assess the effects
of short-term oxygen exposure on gut bacterial physiology and diversity. We use
relative nucleic acid content and membrane integrity as markers of bacterial
physiology, and 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing to measure bacterial diversity.
Samples were stored for up to 6 h in either ambient conditions or in anoxic
environments created with gas packs or in an anaerobic chamber. Our data indicate
that AnaeroGen sachets preserve bacterial membrane integrity and nucleic acid
content over the course of 6 h similar to storage in an anaerobic chamber. Short-term
oxygen exposure increases bacterial membrane permeability, without exceeding
inter-individual differences. As oxygen exposure remains an important experimental
consideration for bacterial metabolism, our data suggest that AnaeroGen sachets
are a valid alternative limiting loss of membrane integrity for short-term storage of
samples from harder-to-access populations.

Subjects Ecology, Genomics, Microbiology, Population Biology
Keywords Gut microbiota, Flow cytometry, Bacterial physiology, Anaerobic, Bacterial activity,
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INTRODUCTION
The human gut microbiota is increasingly studied due to its widespread implications in
human health. This collection of microorganisms and their genes are involved in nutrient
acquisition and digestion, pathogen exclusion, and development of the immune system
(Gilbert et al., 2016). Disease-specific shifts in gut microbial communities have been
correlated to many conditions from autism to Clostridioides difficile infection, with
causation only shown in a subset of conditions (Gilbert et al., 2016). Extensive sequencing
efforts have characterized gut bacterial diversity in a variety of human and non-human
populations, describing how this bacterial diversity changes over time and in response
to different perturbations such as dietary changes, antibiotics exposure, and disease
(Gilbert et al., 2016; David et al., 2014; Dethlefsen et al., 2008). These studies typically
highlight the high diversity of bacterial species or strains that stably colonize healthy
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individuals over long periods of time, with variations in relative abundances (Faith et al.,
2013). At the functional level, this bacterial diversity provides high metabolic redundancy
maintained across healthy individuals (Huttenhower et al., 2012). In disease, functional
changes have been more consistently observed and predictive of the diseased state than
bacterial diversity alone (The Integrative HMP (iHMP) Research Network Consortium,
2019). Thus, understanding how the gut microbiota is involved in disease requires a better
understanding of how bacterial activity and metabolism change in addition to changes in
bacterial diversity. Studies of bacterial diversity rely heavily on sequencing, providing
a snapshot of the DNA present in the sample. As such, sequencing does not provide
information on the state of the bacteria (Emerson et al., 2017). Determining which bacteria
are alive, dead, or damaged remains elusive through sequencing techniques alone.
To characterize different states of bacteria being sampled, we turn to single-cell techniques
such as physiological dyes and flow cytometry.

Specifically, to identify bacteria with disrupted membranes, we use the membrane
exclusion dye propidium iodide (PI) (Sträuber & Müller, 2010). Metabolic activity can be
broadly measured with a nucleic acid dye such as SYBR Green I (Bouvier, Del Giorgio &
Gasol, 2007). This dye is used to differentiate complex microbial communities into
high and low nucleic acid content bacteria. Extensive data demonstrate that relative nucleic
acid content and membrane integrity are relevant to understand specific bacterial
contribution to community measurements of metabolism. Indeed, in some ecosystems,
bacteria with higher nucleic acid content (HNA), determined by the combined use of
nucleic acid-staining dyes and flow cytometry, are metabolically more active than their
lower nucleic acid content counterparts (LNA) (Servais et al., 2003; Morán et al., 2007;
Wang et al., 2009; Lebaron et al., 2001). Monitoring changes in the proportion of HNA
bacteria in drinking water facilities allowed for the rapid identification of possible
contamination in the system by identifying flares in bacterial activity rather than focusing
on contaminant DNA (Prest et al., 2013). In mouse models of colitis, Zimmerman and
colleagues showed a dynamic cytometric fingerprint of the gut microbiota during
disease progression (Zimmermann et al., 2016; Günther et al., 2012). These changes in
bacterial physiology were concordant with changes in taxonomic composition, thereby
demonstrating that flow cytometry could be an alternate approach to rapidly monitor
changes in bacterial community structure (Zimmermann et al., 2016). The HNA and LNA
populations have been identified in the human gut microbiota as well, and have been
shown to contain the same bacterial taxa at different relative abundances and different
levels of gene transcription (Maurice, Haiser & Turnbaugh, 2013; Peris-Bondia et al.,
2011). This suggests that relative nucleic acid content is not a marker of taxonomic
composition in the human gut microbiota and could be linked to transcriptional activity.
However, the complex links between nucleic acid content and metabolism remain to be
further studied and validated, and are outside the scope of this study.

Functional studies of the gut microbiota require fresh samples, as sample freezing
or aerobic processing both significantly increase the number of cells with impaired
membranes compared to sample processing in an anaerobic chamber (Maurice &
Turnbaugh, 2013). Numerous studies have tested storage and transportation conditions on
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fecal bacterial diversity when collecting samples from field sites (Fouhy et al., 2015; Choo,
Leong & Rogers, 2015), yet there is no equivalent for bacterial physiology. On-site stool
donations and immediate processing in anoxic conditions preclude the functional study
of more diverse human populations, including clinical populations by sampling at home or
in remote locations, and thus greatly limit the scope of current studies. Previous studies
have shown that oxygen exposure affects bacterial activity and diversity, with loss of
bacterial viability within 24 h for human samples (Browne et al., 2016), and strong changes
in gut bacterial diversity after 12 h in bat guano (Fofanov et al., 2018). Such studies
highlight the importance of assessing the effects of short-term oxygen exposure on gut
bacterial communities, allowing for sample collection and delayed transportation to the
laboratory.

Gas packs that rapidly create anoxic conditions are currently used for short-term
storage and transportation of certain bacterial clinical isolates from stool, but have yet to be
validated for the gut microbiota (Holý & Chmelař, 2012). Focusing on relative nucleic acid
content and membrane integrity, we aimed to determine the appropriate short-term
storage conditions to analyze these specific aspects of gut bacterial physiology. Using fecal
samples from healthy unrelated volunteers, we tested three different storage conditions:
anoxic environment created by an anaerobic gas pack (GP), anoxic environment of an
anaerobic chamber (AN), and aerobic storage (AE), over 6 h. Our data show individualized
responses of bacterial communities to the different storage methods, but indicate that
short-term storage of samples with GP is an adequate alternative to immediate storage in
an anaerobic chamber (AN). This alternative would allow for increased functional studies
such as culture-based assays of gut microbial communities in a variety of systems.

METHODS
Sample collection
Human studies were performed with approval of the McGill Ethics Research Board
(REB #A04-M27-15B). Nineteen healthy, unrelated individuals who had not taken
antibiotics in the past 6 months and had not been diagnosed with a gastro-intestinal
condition provided fecal samples on site to establish inter-individual variation in the
proportion of HNA and PI+ bacteria. Eleven donors provided samples for the anaerobic
chamber, GP, and aerobic comparisons. Enrolled volunteers provided their written
consent to participate in the study. Samples were immediately placed in the anaerobic
chamber (Coy Laboratory Products, 5% H2, 20% CO2, 75% N2) unless otherwise
noted. Sample preparation and staining were performed in the anaerobic chamber;
flow cytometry acquisition was performed aerobically. With each donation metadata
was collected including: age, weight, height, recent international travel, diet log for the past
48 h, typical dairy, caffeine, and soda consumptions, as well as last antibiotics used.

Aerobic and anaerobic conditions
Three subsamples (1–4 g) of each fecal sample were taken and stored either in oxic
conditions (AE), anoxically with the use of an AnaeroGen Gas pack (Oxoid AN0025A)
(GP), or in an anaerobic chamber (Coy Anaerobic Systems, 5% H2, 20% CO2, 75% N2),
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(AN) for 6 h at room temperature. After 6 h, samples were processed and analyzed as.
The gas pack setup is as follows: 16 h before sample arrival, one gas pack is placed inside
a ziplock bag with an oxygen indicator dry strip (BD BBL) to ensure full oxygen removal
as evidenced by a color change on the oxygen indicator. In addition to the gas pack,
the ziplock bag also contained a 50 mL conical tube with a gas exchange lid (Bio-reaction
tube, Ultident cat# 229475). Immediately after sample collection, a portion of the
sample is placed inside the 50 mL tube, which is quickly placed inside the bag
with a new gas pack and sealed (<1 min). The absence of oxygen was confirmed visually
with the oxygen indicator strip. Lastly, part of the sample was immediately stored
at −80 �C.

Gut microbiota sample preparation
A portion (1–4 g) of the fresh fecal sample was diluted 1/10 w/v in pre-reduced PBS
(rPBS) containing 1 ug.ml−1 resazurin sodium salt and 1 mg.ml−1 L-Cysteine (final
concentrations). Samples were thoroughly vortexed to completely solubilize them, and
were then centrifuged at 700×g for 1 min to pellet large organic debris. One milliliter of
supernatant was washed 3 times with rPBS by centrifuging for 3 min at 6,000×g, removing
supernatant, and resuspending with fresh rPBS. Each sample was then diluted 1/10,000
v/v in rPBS for staining and flow cytometry acquisition. Staining was performed in
the dark with 1X SYBR Green I (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) for 15 min, or PI
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) at 0.04 mg.ml−1 for 10 min with three technical
replicates for each stain (Maurice & Turnbaugh, 2013).

Flow cytometry acquisition
Samples were acquired on a BD FACSCalibur with 488 nm laser (15 mW) and FL1
and FL2 detection filters for SYBR Green I and PI capture, respectively, or on a BD
FACSCanto II equipped with a 488 nm laser (20 mW) and 530/30 and 585/42 detection
filters. Rainbow fluorescent particles of 3.0–3.4 mm (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA)
were added to each sample before acquisition in sufficient volume (10–30 mL) to
acquire bead events equivalent to ~1% of total events. Rainbow fluorescent particle
concentration and total counts were determined after acquisition with CountBright
Absolute Counting Beads, 7 mm (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) as per previous
studies (Maurice & Turnbaugh, 2013). Flow cytometers are calibrated daily, and the use
of Rainbow beads (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) allows for internal calibration
across days. Flow cytometry analysis was performed with FlowJo 10.2.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism v7.0 for MacOS X. Friedman
non-parametric tests correcting for multiple comparisons were used to analyze differences
in active cells and cells with loss of membrane integrity in the GP or AN conditions for the
6-h time course. One-way ANOVA correcting for multiple comparisons with post-hoc
Tukey’s test was used to analyze changes in the proportion of active cells and cells with loss
of membrane integrity in the studies comparing GP and AN conditions to AE.
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DNA extraction and 16S gene amplicon bioinformatics analysis
Samples were stored at −80 �C until DNA extraction. Samples were extracted with the
Qiagen Powersoil kit as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The V4 hypervariable region
was amplified with the 515F/806R primers (Caporaso et al., 2012). Bioinformatics was
performed with the quantitative insights into microbial ecology (QIIME2) platform
(Bolyen et al., 2018). Trimming, alignment of paired end reads, and quality filtering was
performed with DADA2 (Callahan et al., 2016). Taxonomic alignment was performed
with a pre-trained Naives Bayes classifier using SILVA 132 database on 99% OTUs. Alpha
diversity was assessed by Faith’s phylogenetic diversity using a paired one-way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test, after normalizing to a subsampling depth of
58,733 reads per sample. Alpha rarefaction curves were generated to confirm this
subsampling depth was adequate in retrieving sequence diversity. Beta diversity was
assessed by weighted UniFrac distances using pairwise PERMANOVA with 999
permutations to test for significance. The Mantel test, using Spearman’s rank correlation
was performed on the weighted UniFrac matrix on the initial samples, compared to the
proportion of HNA and PI+ bacteria after oxygen exposure with 999 permutations to
test for significance. Alpha diversity correlation to the proportion of HNA and PI+ bacteria
after oxygen exposure was tested on the Shannon’s diversity index using Spearman’s rank
correlation.

Data availability
Bacterial 16S rRNA gene sequencing data can be accessed on the SRA database, accession
number PRJNA656580. Flow cytometry files can be accessed on the Flow Repository,
under ID FR-FCM-Z3YJ and FR-FCM-Z323.

RESULTS
Bacterial physiology varies across individuals but is stable over time
within individuals
We determined the proportions of HNA and LNA bacteria through SYBR Green I
staining, and the proportions of cells with impaired membranes through PI staining from
fecal samples of 19 healthy unrelated individuals. Flow cytometry plots with representative
gating based on unstained samples are depicted in Fig. 1. Male and female volunteers
were aged between 19–67 years old, had a BMI between 17.9 and 30.4, and were all
from the Montreal area (Table 1). The proportion of HNA cells averaged 56% ± 16%
ranging from 23% to 77%, with significant differences between individuals (p < 0.0001,
one-way ANOVA, Fig. 2A). The proportion of bacteria with loss of membrane integrity,
as assessed by PI staining, ranged from 4.3% to 41%, averaging 17.18 ± 11.4% and was
also significantly different across individuals (p < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA, Fig. 2B.
Statistical analysis was performed on a per flow cytometer basis). As nucleic acid content
has previously been associated to the size of the cells, we compared median SSC values
between HNA and LNA and found that HNA had significantly higher SSC values than
LNA cells (p < 0.0001, paired t-test, Fig. S1).
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To explore the variability within individuals, two volunteers provided weekly
fecal samples for several weeks (n = 9 for volunteer S and n = 11 for volunteer H).
The proportion of HNA bacteria in individual H (Fig. 2C) over time averaged 51.2 ± 7.8%,
with only one timepoint outside the interquartile range based off the proportion of HNA
of all individuals. Similarly for individual S, the proportion of HNA bacteria averaged
54.9 ± 8.9% with two timepoints outside the interquartile range (Fig. 2E). However, no
timepoint was significantly different than the average proportion of HNA calculated across
all 19 individuals. The proportion of PI+ bacteria were also stable over time, with an
average of 11.16 ± 11.3% for individual H and 21.25 ± 16.2% for individual S, with
one and two timepoints outside of the interquartile range, respectively, and were
significantly different than the average proportion of PI+ bacteria across all 19 individuals
(Two-way ANOVA, with Sidak’s test for multiple comparisons, Figs. 2D and 2F). Changes
in physiological proportions could not be linked to volunteer metadata collected
(see “Methods” for metadata acquired).

Changes in bacterial physiology in response to oxygen exposure are
individual-dependent
As shown previously, freezing samples significantly increased the proportion of HNA
and PI+ bacteria (Figs. 3A and 3B), highlighting the importance of sample storage
considerations when studying bacterial physiology. We then tested the effects of three
6-h storage conditions with increasing levels of oxygen exposure on bacterial physiology
on all samples: aerobic conditions (AE), anoxic conditions created by GP, and anoxic
conditions created by an anaerobic chamber (AN). Oxygen levels were qualitatively

Figure 1 Representative flow cytometry plots after SYBRGreen I and Propidium Iodide staining.One representative flow plot from each storage
condition tested with each stain from one individual is shown, as well as a frozen sample. Gating is determined based off the unstained control.
Top panels are SYBR Green I staining, with the HNA and LNA gates, bottom panels are with PI staining, with the PI+ cells gated and with unstained
cells and debris below the gate. From left to right: Unstained control, initial timepoint (T0), anaerobic chamber (AN), gas pack (GP), aerobic storage
(AE), and frozen sample. Fluorescent rainbow beads were added to each tube as an internal calibration and are annotated. Percentages of HNA,
LNA, and PI+ cells, identified by FlowJo, are provided. Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.10602/fig-1
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assessed with an oxygen indicator strip. Relative to the initial timepoint, the proportions of
HNA and LNA bacteria were not significantly altered in any of the storage conditions
(Fig. 3A), but bacterial membrane permeability significantly increased from 17.18% to
24.27% under aerobic conditions (p < 0.05, repeated measures one-way ANOVA, with
Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons, Fig. 3B). There was a significant decrease in
absolute cell abundances after 6 h, irrespective of oxygen exposure (Fig. S2). However,
when considering only the 6-h timepoint, we report no significant difference in the
proportions of HNA or PI+ bacteria, as well as total counts between samples stored in
anoxic conditions in the chamber or under ambient aerobic conditions.

A two-way ANOVA analysis indicates that the source of variation in bacterial
physiology over time and in response to oxygen exposure is largely driven by the
individual. Indeed, changes in bacterial physiology in response to distinct levels of oxygen
are smaller than those observed between individuals (Table 2). There is a statistically
significant interaction between the effect of the individual and the oxygen exposure
conditions on the proportions of HNA and PI+ bacteria, where the interaction explains
7.45% of the total variation for HNA, and 13.6% for PI+ (p < 0.0001 for both, ordinary
two-way ANOVA). The variance between individuals accounts for 90% of the variation in

Table 1 Volunteer metadata. Metadata of all volunteers enrolled in the study.

Volunteer Age Sex BMI

A 40 M 19.3

B 19 F 23.4

C 38 F 20.7

D 36 M 22.5

E 22 F 17.9

F 22 M 22.5

G 21 M 24.7

H 30 M 26.9

I 36 M 29.6

J 26 F 20.1

K 26 M 22.7

L 21 M 25.4

M 19 F 18.7

N 30 F 27.1

O 33 M 21.8

P 21 M 22.0

Q 19 M 19.7

R 67 M 30.4

S 25 M 23.5

Average ± SD 28.6 ± 11.5 32% (6) F
68% (13) M

23.1 ± 3.5

Range 19–67 17.9–30.4
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the proportion of HNA bacteria, whereas the level of oxygen exposure explains only
0.99% of the variation in the proportion of HNA bacteria (p < 0.0001 for both,
ordinary two-way ANOVA). Similarly for the proportion of PI+ bacteria, the differences
between individuals explained 68.69% of the variation, while the level of oxygen exposure
explained 5.04% of the variation (p < 0.0001 for both, ordinary two-way ANOVA).

Figure 2 Flow cytometric analysis of gut bacterial physiology in healthy individuals. Fresh fecal
samples were obtained from 19 healthy, unrelated individuals and stained with SYBR Green I to
determine the proportions of HNA bacteria (A), or stained with PI to determine the proportions of
bacteria with loss of membrane integrity (B). Dotted line represents the mean from all individuals, error
bars represent standard deviation (SD) of three technical replicates. Individuals I, J, and N were sampled
on two different days. To further determine temporal changes in the proportions of HNA and PI+

bacteria, fresh fecal samples were obtained from two individuals over the course of 8 weeks. Panels (C)
and (E) follow HNA over time, and panels (D) and (F) follow PI+ over time in individuals H and S,
respectively. Dotted lines represent the inter-quartile range based off all 19 individuals. Statistical analysis
compared individual days to the average from all 19 individuals by two-way ANOVA, with Sidak’s test
for multiple comparisons. �p < 0.05, ��p < 0.01, and ���p < 0.001.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.10602/fig-2
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Bacterial physiology does not change over the course of 6 h in anoxic
conditions
As the GP and AN storage conditions led to similar bacterial physiology after 6 h,
we further proceeded with a time course of bacterial physiology every 2 h for 6 h to explore
more subtle dynamics between these two storage conditions (Figs. 3C and 3D). There were
no significant differences in the proportions of HNA or PI+ cells between GP and AN
storage conditions, whether considering all samples together or within each individual.
Indeed, over the 6-h time course, the proportion of active HNA cells averaged
37.4% ± 10.0% of the whole community under AN conditions, and 36.0% ± 8.7% of
the whole community under GP conditions. Similarly, the proportions of permeable PI+

bacteria averaged 13.1% ± 9.2% of the whole community under AN conditions, compared
to 10.4% ± 5.3% of the whole community under GP conditions over the time course.

Figure 3 Analysis of the proportions of HNA and PI+ bacteria after 6 h of storage compared to the initial timepoint. (A) The proportion of
HNA and (B) PI+ bacteria after various storage conditions compared to the initial fresh sample. From left to right: Fecal samples were stored
at -80 �C (Frozen), in an anaerobic chamber (AN), with a gas pack to maintain anoxic conditions (GP), or left in oxic conditions (AE) for 6 h. Paired
t-test with Holm-Sidak test for multiple comparisons (N ¼ 11). (C) A time course was performed comparing AN to GP conditions in three
individuals on three different days. Differences in the proportion of (C) HNA bacteria and (D) PI+ bacteria were assessed with repeated measures
two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s correction for multiple comparisons (N ¼ 9). Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.10602/fig-3

Table 2 Effects of oxygen exposure on the proportions of HNA and PI+ bacteria. Results of 2-way
ANOVA comparing the effects of oxygen exposure conditions across individuals on the
proportions of HNA and PI+ bacteria.

Individual Condition Interaction

% of total variation p-value % of total variation p-value % of total variation p-value

HNA 90.03 <0.0001 0.9922 <0.0001 7.454 <0.0001

PI+ 68.69 <0.0001 5.044 <0.0001 13.60 <0.0001
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This suggests that anoxic storage conditions, whether through an anaerobic chamber or
the use of gas packs, maintain bacterial physiology over the course of 6 h.

Short-term oxygen exposure does not alter bacterial diversity
Community composition analysis was performed through 16S rRNA gene amplicon
sequencing of the V4 region and analysis performed with quantitative insights into
microbial ecology (QIIME2) version 2019.10 (Bolyen et al., 2019). A total of 6,924,735
demultiplexed sequences were obtained, with samples containing a range from 58,761
to 266,949 sequences. After quality filtering, there were a total of 6,654,667 sequences,
ranging from 58,733 to 266,827 sequences per sample. Alpha diversity within each
sample, as assessed by Faith’s phylogenetic diversity and a paired one-way ANOVA with
Dunnett’s test for multiple comparisons, was not significantly different according to
oxygen exposure conditions (Fig. 4A), but was significantly different according to the
individual (p < 0.0001). Similarly, the beta diversity was significantly different between

Figure 4 Bacterial diversity according to oxygen exposure conditions. (A) Alpha diversity calculated from Faith’s phylogenetic distances, with no
significant differences between oxygen exposure conditions (paired one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test). (B) Beta diversity
between oxygen exposure conditions are not significantly different when comparing weighted UniFrac distances (PERMANOVA with 999 per-
mutations, test statistic = 0.110997, p-value = 0.999). (C) Principal coordinate analysis of weighted UniFrac distances with the first two principal
coordinates plotted on the x- and y-axis, respectively. Individuals are color coded, and oxygen exposure conditions are indicated by shape.
(D) Relative abundance at the class level for each individual and storage method (T0, Baseline, AN, Anaerobic Chamber, GP, Anaerobic Gas Pack,
AE, Aerobic). One to two samples were used per individual with n = 11 per oxygen exposure condition to determine bacterial diversity.

Full-size DOI: 10.7717/peerj.10602/fig-4
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individuals (weighted UniFrac, p = 0.001, PERMANOVA, 999 permutations), but not
according to the oxygen exposure conditions (Figs. 4B, 4C and 4D). Principle coordinate
analysis (PCoA) plots of weighted UniFrac distances show clustering of individuals and
not based on storage conditions (Fig. 4C), with 85% of the total variation explained in the
first two axes.

Changes in gut bacterial physiology in response to oxygen exposure are not significantly
correlated to the initial microbial community when comparing the diversity of the initial
community to the proportion of HNA and PI+ bacteria (Fig. S3).

DISCUSSION
While the effects of oxygen exposure on gut bacterial diversity have been evaluated
elsewhere (Fouhy et al., 2015; Choo, Leong & Rogers, 2015), its effects on bacterial
physiology remain to be determined. Here, we explored the effects of short-term oxygen
exposure that can result from sample transport to the laboratory, prior to the handling
of samples in an anaerobic chamber. We monitored relative nucleic acid content and
membrane integrity from fresh fecal samples immediately stored under anoxic conditions
either in an anaerobic chamber (AN) or using GP, or stored aerobically (AE) for 6 h.

Overall, short-term oxygen exposure does not significantly alter the proportion of HNA
bacteria, a possible proxy for metabolically active cells, yet causes a significant increase in
the proportion of bacteria with an impaired membrane (PI+). Samples kept inside the
anaerobic chamber or with an AeroGen gas pack for 6 h had similar levels of bacteria
with loss of membrane integrity relative to the original fecal sample, and these levels
remained comparable between these two storage conditions throughout the oxygen
exposure time course. Both comparisons suggest that oxygen exposure is causing the
increase in bacterial membrane permeability, and not the duration of storage. In addition,
this validates the use of AnaeroGen gas packs to maintain sufficiently low oxygen
levels such that bacterial physiology, specifically nucleic acid content and membrane
integrity, of the fecal microbial community is not significantly altered. The significant
interaction between the individual and oxygen levels on bacterial physiology suggests
that the bacterial physiological response to oxygen exposure is individual-dependent.
We saw no significant correlation between the initial taxonomic profile and the gut
bacterial physiological response to oxygen exposure. As previous work has shown that the
same bacterial taxa can be found in different physiological categories (Maurice, Haiser &
Turnbaugh, 2013), the relationship between taxonomic composition and physiological
changes in response to oxygen is not clear.

There were no significant changes in bacterial diversity as assessed through 16S
rRNA gene amplicon sequencing, regardless of the length of exposure or storage condition.
Other studies have reported an effect of oxygen on gut bacterial community composition,
but after oxygen exposure times of up to 24 or 48 h in fecal samples (Choo, Leong &
Rogers, 2015), or 4 days for mice exposed to hyperbaric conditions (Albenberg et al., 2014).
In a study similar to ours, Chu et al. (2017) assessed the effects of oxygen exposure for
7 h, and compared processing samples in either oxic or anoxic conditions for fecal
microbiota transplants. In this case, the authors saw decreases in bacterial abundance with
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increasing oxygen exposure, which we also observed, despite no link with the storage
conditions and resulting oxygen levels in our case. The authors also reported minimal
changes in bacterial composition through 16S rRNA gene analysis of the whole
community. However, when they proceeded with the removal of dead bacteria prior to
sample sequencing, they found differences in bacterial diversity due to oxygen exposure
during sample processing (Chu et al., 2017). Thus, our sequencing data are in agreement
with the limited differences seen from anoxic processing without prior removal of
dead bacteria. Yet, as we report an increase in the proportion of bacteria with loss of
membrane integrity upon oxic storage conditions, it is likely that we would also observe an
altered community if we were to remove this significant proportion of oxygen-damaged
bacteria from our samples.

While we saw no differences in bacterial physiology or diversity with lower levels of
oxygen from the use of the anaerobic gas pack, it is well known that different bacteria in the
gut have varying degrees of oxygen sensitivity. For example, cultures of Eubacterium,
Coprococcus, and Peptostreptococcus lost 50% cell viability after just 5 min of exposure to
ambient oxygen (Brusa et al., 1989). As such, studies focusing on specific bacterial
members of the community should validate the gas pack for their specific species of
interest.

Physiological staining to monitor unique physiological clades of bacteria has been
used in a variety of systems, from monitoring drinking water, the progression of colitis, to
the effectiveness of wastewater treatment (Prest et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2016;
Günther et al., 2012). While the proportions of HNA and LNA to study relative bacterial
metabolic activity have been widely used (Peris-Bondia et al., 2011;Maurice & Turnbaugh,
2013; Jellett et al., 1996), the mechanisms defining this distribution in the gut are still
largely unknown. Therefore, the specific changes that occur when HNA and LNA
populations change, while suggestive of overall community metabolism and physiology,
remain elusive. Nucleic acid content has been linked with contrasting results to bacterial
metabolism (Longnecker, Sherr & Sherr, 2005; Zubkov et al., 2001), genome and
bacterial size, and to taxonomy (Bouvier, Del Giorgio & Gasol, 2007; Wang et al., 2009;
Zimmermann et al., 2016; Proctor et al., 2018) according to the bacteria and ecosystem
studied. LNA bacteria isolated from an aquatic system remained LNA in enrichment
cultures, suggesting that LNA could be a taxonomic characteristic rather than a metabolic
phenotype (Wang et al., 2009). In other studies, when the taxonomic distribution of HNA
and LNA were similar, their cell-specific leucine incorporation rates were also similar,
suggesting that differences in nucleic acid content were not due to metabolic activity as
defined by protein production (Longnecker, Sherr & Sherr, 2005). In the human gut,
the HNA and LNA fractions contain the same bacteria present at different relative
abundances, suggesting here that nucleic acid content is not a taxonomic characteristic
(Maurice, Haiser & Turnbaugh, 2013; Peris-Bondia et al., 2011). Using an independent
metatranscriptomics approach, this study also identified the most abundant HNA bacteria
as having higher levels of transcriptional activity (Maurice, Haiser & Turnbaugh, 2013).
Finally, nucleic acid content could not be correlated to genome size, as suggested in other
systems (Proctor et al., 2018), as Clostridiales tend to have smaller genomes than
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Bacteroidales. Collectively, these data support a link between nucleic acid content and
metabolism in the human gut that remains to be further defined. While we have
previously shown no difference in cell size between HNA and LNA bacteria in the
human gut (Maurice, Haiser & Turnbaugh, 2013), here we found significant differences in
side scatter measurements, a marker of cell size, between HNA and LNA fractions.
This suggests a correlation between cell size and nucleic acid content that is worth further
investigation (Fig. S1).

The use of PI to monitor cells with loss of membrane integrity has also been optimized
for whole communities and bacterial isolates, including representatives of the five major
phyla found in the human gut, as well as the mosquito midgut microbiota (Maurice &
Turnbaugh, 2013; Habtewold, Duchateau & Christophides, 2016). Considering the known
sensitivity of obligate anaerobes to oxygen (Patel, Roth & Agnew, 2010), the relatively
rapid, but mild, increase in bacteria with loss of membrane integrity upon oxygen exposure
seen in this study would be indicative of cell damage. As we did not separate the bacterial
cells from the fecal matrix when testing these storage conditions, it is possible that the
fecal matrix could protect the bacteria from more severe oxygen damage, as shown
elsewhere (Oliver et al., 2006). Gut luminal contents have been shown to consume oxygen
through both a microbiota dependent and independent manner (Friedman et al., 2018),
possibly through the oxidation of phospholipids which was shown to reduce oxygen levels
from 40 mmHg to near 0 within 6 h.

The sample storage, preparation, and flow cytometry setup performed in this study
is amenable to other physiological dyes and other single-cell methods. Many fluorescent
dyes indicative of cell physiology have been validated with isolates and complex
communities, allowing researchers to determine cell size, shape, intracellular density,
membrane polarity and damage, nucleic acid content, as well as various enzymatic
functionalities practically instantly (Maurice & Turnbaugh, 2013; Wang et al., 2010; Koch
et al., 2013). For example, performing fluorescently activated cell sorting and subsequent
16S rRNA amplicon sequencing (FACSeq) on these physiologically distinct fractions
would provide us with more detailed information as to whether bacteria are changing their
metabolism in response to oxygen exposure; help detail specifically which bacteria are
being damaged by oxygen; and if their removal would alter the diversity of the overall
community (Maurice, Haiser & Turnbaugh, 2013; Maurice & Turnbaugh, 2013).

Overall, our data indicate that changes in relative nucleic acid content and membrane
integrity to oxygen exposure are individual-dependent. While short-term oxygen exposure
causes a minor increase in bacterial membrane permeability, there are no significant
changes in nucleic acid content or bacterial community diversity. Altogether, the effects of
short-term storage under various levels of oxygen within individuals leads to minor
variation relative to inter-individual differences in these two parameters of bacterial
physiology. Despite our low sample size, the small but significant increase in bacterial
permeability we report supports the notion that short-term oxygen exposure should be
limited, and that gas packs creating anoxic conditions provide an adequate alternative
to maintain at least certain aspects of bacterial physiology for up to 6 h. Going forward, the
storage conditions such as oxygen exposure are important considerations when studying
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bacterial physiology and metabolism, and should not hinder the study of more diversified
populations.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we set out to explore adequate alternatives to short-term storage of fecal
samples to study relative nucleic acid content and membrane integrity, two markers of
bacterial physiology. Relative nucleic acid content and membrane integrity high levels of
inter-individual variation, but are stable over time within individuals. Fecal samples
exposed to ambient levels of oxygen had increased levels of bacteria with impaired
membranes, with no changes in relative nucleic acid content. AnaeroGen gas packs
provided sufficient oxygen removal as the proportions of bacteria with loss of membrane
integrity or active bacteria, as determined by relative nucleic acid content, did not change.
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